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Introduction

The Midrash- Theory Connection

T his is a book about reading midrash, the literature of classical J(,wl~h
Scriptural 1nterpretation, and about the challenges that th IS act of reading IIlVol ves
As such, this book is about an expmence as much as a subject, and about how that
experience has changed in the recent past

The major impetus for this change has come trom the encounter of TTlldrash
scholarship with contemporary literary studies-structuralism, semiotics, decon
struction, cultural studies, indeed virtually all the modes of post modernism as they
have corne inlo fashion and gone out of it. Under the impact of theory, midrash
has gone through a veritable sea change. The focus of the field, its methods, its
conceptual premises, have all experienced a fundamental, radical transformation
And during the same period, midrash has gained a currency within the larger
intellectual world that It never possessed before, particularly within literary circles
For a short time, midrash has even been a "hot" topic

How lasting and deep the Impact of midrash has heen on literary theory

remains an open question At the least, midrash has provided a vantage POint
on literary interpretation from which Its modern phase can be seen lo be but
the very tip of the iceberg. If only in thrs way, the inclusion of mldrash has
enlarged the canon of theoretical criticrsm, and its enlargment may be .. till greater
yet. By including midrash within its compass, critici .. m "would exercise it:> power
to revalue an alienated practice," as Geoffrey Hartman, the most Impassioned
advocate for midrash in wider literary circles, has argued. Cflticism would thus

"restitute" itself and, by increasing our awareness of the possibilities of creative
exegesis, immeasurably enrich our textual imaginatIOns. I

My purpose here, however. is to ask not what midrash can do for literary
criticism but what theory has done to midrash For one thing, It has raised a
series of questions that, while not entirely new or unanticipated, have now hecome
expliCit topics of debate. Foremost among these is the question 01 the contemporary
significance of midrash-·lts cultural relevance, as it were-and the connection
between that cultural relevance and what scholars like to call the meaning ot

midrash "in its own terms," that is, within its original histoflcal and literary Lontext
Where do these two mectJ How does one cast the meaning of midrash III the
contemporary terms of, say, literal}' theory without di<.,torting its integrity) (Jr.
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what i~ rcally at ISSlle, without distortmg It too much? To what extent is a historicI~t

approach to midrash, as a subject of pnmanly antlquanan mterest, truly opposed
to J more literary, humanistic, and theoretical appreciation of its significance? Or,
to put the ~ame question dllferently, how are we to secularize our understandmg
of this inherently reHgious literature, as we must, without profaning iP

These questlons are neither unique nor specific to mldrash, They concern
the entire project of retneving Jewish tradition in our times, But for a number at
reasuns-a surge 01 mterest in midrash as a mode of popular spirituality within
the wider JewIsh community, the discovery ot midrash as a literary tradition by
contemporal)' Jewish writers-these questions have now emerged most urgently
in relation to the way midrash has come to be studied in the last decade or two
This hook is essentially a response to such questIons. What it offers, though, is
not so much a definitive answer or resolution as a stance-an attempt to forge
what is, I hope, an approach that is both responsible and responsive, true to the
literary mtegrity of classical Jewish literature and yet open to our desire for this
Itterature to mean something to us. Precisely in order to make midrash speak to us
in contemporary language, I have sought in thiS book to develop a way of talking
about mldrash that uses theory as a bridge, as a means of spannll1g the distance
between the claSSical sources and ourselves

This book was conceived dunng the same period as the midrash-theOlY
connection developed, and the story at that connectIOn is, 111 large part, the
histolY behind Its writing. The first thing [Q say about this story is that it
was a particularly American tale, and American in a number of ways Not only
were most of the hgure5 involved in it Americans, and not only did much of
it transpIre in America (the major exception being a yearlong seminar held at
Hchrew University in Jerusalem in 1983-84, which culminated in the WIdely read
collection of e"says A1Idr'lSl,1 al1d Uteralurr),2 nut even the very linkage between
midrash and theory was shaped by the envlf(.lIlment of the American university
in the late 1970s and early 19805. In fact, It is VIrtually impossible to imagine the
mldrash-theory connection having been created at any other time and outside
that specitlc institutional context, that is, precisely when a tidal wave of change
Hrst swept over the university's until-then impregnable walls. ThIS wave of change
included the breakdown of the strict bo.undaries that previously had separated
distinct academIC disciplines and departments; the shifting of attention away
from the centers of "high" culture-male, white, classical, ChristIan-toward the
various "others"-Ierninist, ethTllc, "low," popular-that formerly inhabited only
the penphenes and margins at academic studYi and, perhaps most prominently,
the emergence of crillcal theory, in Its manifold versions, as a kind of new academiC
lingua franca, a specialIzed, sometimes quasi-esoteric discourse 01 self-retJectlon
and self-examinalion conu:rned with ItS own workings and with the situation of
critiCIsm ihelt.

TlJe Mrd,as);- TlJfory (.·oIH1fcflOl1

Under the new dominion of theory, many separate fields-anthropology,
literature, llllguistics, music, the history of sCIence-previously unrelated and
hardly known to each other suddenly found themselves thrown together and
engaged in genuine dialogue, often in the service 01 creatlllg a kind of new Critical
rnetadiscourse. And among all of these shifting realignments, none, perhaps, was
more surprising than the mldrash·theory linkage.

The initial impetLls for this linkage came primarily trom literary theory
For some tIme, 111 tact, literary studies in America had been 1!l the process of
what one critic has called its "dehellenlzation," repudiating both the formalism
of the New Critics and the genteel (and CenldeJ civtlity of much previous
academIC literary study'" As many of its old verities came under attack, the literary
profession reopened the question perhap<; mo<;t basic to Its discipline, What is
literature) This question could take several forms: Wherein lies the uniqueness
of the work of literal)' art? How can one dehne literature as opposed to other
types of discourse: What is the difference between literature and commentary or
criticism? Hut whatever form It took, the effect of the question was to shatter the
overly narrow definition of literature that previously had governed literary study
in the academy, Further, by breaklllg the stranglehold of "literature" as a narrow
category that included only a few select, special, canonical texts, Hterary study
itself could now be extended to all sorts of writing that heretofore had not fallen
under the conventional rubric Foremost among these were l1terary theory and
cntici"m themselves, which could now escape their secondary status and aspire to

be read as forms ot writing no less creative and original than what generally passed
under the name of "literature"

This was the institutIOnal and intellectual context in which the mldrash
theory connection was forged Essentially, two types of scholars were involved in
making the connection: on the aile side were a few younger students and scholars
in Jewish studies, many of whom (myself included) had entered the held with
academic backgrounds in either English or comparative literature; on the other
were several criticS and theorists from the general literary world (many though
not all of them JeWish), a number of whom were very distinguished figures, thus
lending a krnd ot immediate prestige to the new interest in midrash that it othel""Nise
never would have possessed. For all theIr differences, both groups of scholars
found themselves fascinated by preersely the same wayward, antic features of
mldrashic interpretation that had often been considered scandalous in the past
The typical midrashic predilection for multiple interpretations rather than for
a Single truth behind the text; its irresistible desire to tease OLlt the nuances of
Scripture rather [han use interpretation to close them off; and, most of all. the
way mldrashic discourse InlxeS text and commentary, vlOlating (he boundaries
between them and intentionally blurnng their differences, tlourishmg precisely
In the grayish no-man's·land between exegesIs Jnd literature-all these features
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thai once had seemed (<;ince the time of Maimonides at least) to be the most

problematic and irrational aspects of midrash now became Its most intriguing,

fascmating qualities.
\X'lthin JewIsh studie"" the sudden Huny of Interest In midrash was almost

unprecedented For the first tIme in memory, the academy seemed to be authen

ticdlly excited about something Jewish-other than the Hebrew Blnle, of course,

whIch long ago had been appropriated by Christian scholars, even In its most

recent avatar as "Bible as literature." Althuugh the midrash-theory connection

lollowed closely on the latter's heel-and was to a certain extent enabled and
facilitated by its academic success-the literary approach to mldrash was also

Inherently dit!erent from the Bible-as-Itterature movement (in all its varieties)

hsentially, the literary approach to the BIble was an effort to use the concept

of 'ltterature" as a way ot "saving" the Bible, of reconstitutIng the wholeness of
the bihlical text, ot recapturing a textual integrity and coherence that had been

shattered by modern critICal and historical study of the Bible, For at least some of

its practitioners, the literary approach also provided a means for recuperating the

humanistiC significance of the Bible as a cultural artifact, Hy placing the Bible under

the pUTVlew uf "literature:' It became possible to 'argue for Its continuing cultural
authority as a secular document without adopting a purely histoncizing, inevitably

distancmg and estranging, stance toward Its meaning,4 In contrast, the midrash

theory connection was less an attempt to "save" n1ldrash than It was an effort to

find a genealogy, a precursor, lor theory itself. As an interdisciplinary linkage,

the connection presumed that midrash was in some sense an embryonic form of
theory, a mode of interpretation that must be understood alongside other modes
of interpretive method and practice, It was thus less an attempt to use "literature"

to recuperate the meaning ot midrash as an effort to show that midrash, too, was

literature Indeed, the implied argument was that learning to read midrash as a

mode of discourse might even enhance our notion of what literature IS, or could

be. Thus, the transgressive character ot midrash-the nonchalance with which it

consistently Violates the boundaries between text and commentary-was certainly
one source of the powerful fa ..cination that midrash commanded among post

"tlUcturalist theonsts ]\'\oreov(:.'r, the interdisciplinary linkage between midrash
and theolY could itselt claim some of that same transgressiveness. This quality of
the slightly forbidden was only enhanced by the Gothic, Byzantine complexity

of mldrashic discour.,e, Its unassimilated foreignness, which may have .,eemed to
represent a kind of (clJl Judaism that heretofore had scarcely been tolerated Within

the proper and Protestant walls of the American university, let alone allowed full

admission into its corridors
To be certaIn, the InterdiSCiplinary nature of the linkage between midrash and

literary theory soon led to tension. Students 01 midrash, despite their commitment

to theory, were tnterestcd mainly in using It as an Instrument for opening up
::l

-:.

midrash, as a tool for clarifying and delineating their often baftling yet beguiling

5ubject. Early all, however, they found that midrashic literawre reSIsted many of

the categones and phenomena that post-structuralist theory had inItially seemed
to open up for them For example, the notion at indeterminacy wa.. not as helpful
as many had Arst supposed it would be for understanding midrashic polysemy a

subject I dlscu5s at length in chapter J In this way, the act of studying midrash
from the perspective ot theory itself becarne a process of distancing, even of

disillusionment with theory's impenalizlng claim {hat It could comprehend and
subsume all writing

StilI, {he vantage point that theory otfered from whICh to view midrash, along
with its value as a leXICon of critical terminology and conceptual categories, was

revolutionary. An entirely new Vision of the field was revealed, In a 5hart tIme

articles and books appeared using narrato!ogy, rhetorical cfltlcism, and semiotics

to analyze mldrashic texts, other studIes sought to apply such cfltical notions as

intertextuality, Bakhtinian dialogics, and methodologies drawn more ec·lectically

from both philosophical and theological hermeneulics, from thmker51ike Cadamer
and RlCoeur, to the task of "theorizing" midrash 5 The contflbutlons at these studies,

both large and small, were substantive, even though the questIOn stdl remained

as to the degree to which midrash was, in fact, susceptible to theoriZing-that

is, to being systematically analyzed and deSCribed withlO any stngle conceptual

framework, no matter how tlexlble or eclectic. In some cases, the very recalcitrance

and obscurity of the midrashic texts themselves, as well as their generic status
as documents, called into doubt the very conclusions such "theories" of midrash
wished to draw,6

On the other side of the linkage, literary critics and theoreticians also
encountered resistance to the project For one thrng, they had their own agenda

in studying midrash. Especially for Critics whose approaches were alJgned more

closely with deconstruction, part of that agenda was a deSire to create an alternative

interpretive tradition, a way to combat the logocentflsm that, so it was argued,

had ruled literary discourse in the West, or, as It was sometimes called, the Greco
Chnstian tradition. 7 As it was constructed, this alternative nonlogocentfiC tradItion

was said to begin with midrash (or with the Hehrew Bible as a kind 0/ proto
midrashic text) and to end with deconstructlon,~

It became clear early on that there were difflcultles With thIS construction. For
one thing, the opposition between mldrash and logocentric interpretatIOn, which
was largely identiAed with the allegorical tradition, was essentially a new recasting

of the age-old battle hetween Hebraism and Hellenism Yet the latter, one of the
commomplaces of Western cultural hislOry, presents special difhculties when it

is applied to the history of Judaism and its culture. Foremost among the5e is the

fact that classical Judaism, the Judaism of the RabbiS who created midrash, was
itself (as scholars over the last century have deAnltively establIshed) a fusion that
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derived tram the confrontation between native Israelite tradition and Hellenism,

the culture of ancient Greece and Rome.YThat is to say, Rabblnic]udalsm is already

a mixture, a mmgllng of Israelite, or biblical, and Greco-Roman elements. And so

IS its foremost literary creation, mldrash. far from being mherently opposed to

allegory, nlldrash is at times-though not always and certainly not exclw.ively
deeply allegorical in its mode,;, of Interpretation.

Further. the connection between midrash and deconstruction-the alpha and
omega, as it were, of this non]ogocentric tradition of interpretation-presumed a

hlstoncal bond that was Impossible to trace, Jet alone prove. The link became even

more tenuous when many of the presumed similarities between midrash and post

structurahsm~like those between modern textual indeterminacy and mldrashic

polysemy-were found to be, on closer examination, not as similar as initially

thought
Inevitably, the emotIOnal and Intellectual investments that both types of

new readers of midrash brought to their studies created conflicts and tensions.

In the vely course of interdisciplinary dialogue, as midrash specialists pointed
out the Haws in some ot the theorists' presuppositions, they (the specialists)

suddenly found themselves cast into the role of jealous guardians of the temple,

while the theorists felt they were being portrayed as trespassers in the holy
precinct On the other hand, the theorists sought to depict themselves as the

authentic heirs of the midrashic tradition; this, after all, was the essence of their

claim to the continuity between the midrashic tradition and the post-structuralist

stance, From this perspective, the midrash specialists were revealed to be closet

positiv)-;[s, old-fashioned philologists incapable of acknowledging the truly radical

onginality of midrash and concerned only with defending their scholarly turf. The

spec'lalists responded to this accusation, 10 turn, by claiming that, far from trying
to prevent access to their subject, they were simply trying to do justice to its

real uniqueness, whICh was inextricably tied to its difficult, often philologically

problematic, complexity 10

A good part of this conAict may have been an lOevitable by-product of

interdisciplinary study in the contemporary univerSIty setting. Indeed, the case

of InJdrash and literature was an almost perfect exemplification of the strengths

and weaknesses of interdisciplinarity. It showed the kinds of fresh insights that
"outsiders," nonspecialists, are able to bring to a field, and the tlaws that such radical

and original insights may have precisely because their authors are not specialists.

Tu he sure, such difficulties can occur in any interdisciplinary project, but they are

m\)~t hkely to arise in fields like midrash that, because of their unique philological
characteristics, require some type of specialized training in order to be able to
mastt.:r their texts (although the tyranny and monomania of specialization is also

the most compelling reason why such fields can benefit greatly from the distanced

view that only a nonspecialist can provide)

Nonetheless, the contllct that developed, even if inevitable, was truly' unfor

tunate, because it obscured the extent to which both SIdes shared an appreciation

ot midrash as a truly rich and complex torm of literature to be read in its own
right, not merely as a commentary on the Bible or as an adjunct to some other

field of inqUiry It also obscured the degree to which both types of new readings

of midrash represented a decisive break with the way mldrash had been studied

in the academy since the establishment of DIe Wissenschaft des Judentums, the

ancestor of modern Jewish studIes, in the early nineteenth century. Indeed, in the

eyes of more traditional scholars 10 Rabbinics, both camps-the so-called "literary

midrash specialists" and the "theorists IOterested in mldrash"-were equally suspect,

similarly dismissed as Jargon-mongerers whose wntings mystilled theIr subjects
more than they made substantlve-"scientific"----contnbutions to our knowledge of

midrash. For these scholars, the literary approach in any ot Its vaneties seemed more

like postmodern homiletics than real scholarship, that is, the::" type of scholarship

that had "rescued" midrash from the dustbin of religIOUS obscurantism when, with

the collapse of traditional Jewish life and the onset of modernity. much of classical
Jewish literature had been threatened by oblivion

The truth IS that the new literary approach to midrash was not the beglnnlOg of
the modern study of midrash, Nor had midrash been neglected or suppressed before

its discovery by the literary scholars: and critics (as, say, Jewi,>h mystical literature

is often said to have been suppressed by the apologetic rationalism of JeWish

scholarship before its great recovery earHer in this century), In fact, the recovery

and rehabilitation 01 midrash (along with its generic corollary, aggadah, that is,

Rabbinic legend or lore) had been one of Wissenschaft's major projects. Perhaps
the single greatest work to be produced by the entire school at Wissenschaft

was Leopold Zunz's DIe gottesdle'lstlichm Vortrtlf.4e der Judell hislomdJ fIItU'lckdt, a work
that raised the "ScIence of Judaism" to the rank of a scholarly dIscipline and

remains to this day the most complete literary history of midrashic IIterature. ll

following Zunz, one can trace a line of important scholars of mldrash In both
America and Israel who laid the groundwork for recognition of its literariness.

Among these, special mentIOn should be made of three individuals: Isaac (Yitzhak)

Heinemann and Max Kadushin, who independently made the I1rst (and somewhat

similar) efforts at presenting "theoTles" of mldrash that departed radically from

traditional hermeneutical approaches; and Joseph Heinemann, who, although not

a theoretician or trained critic, brought an acute literary sensitivity to the study

of midrash. 12 In the early 1970s, Heinemann was appOinted to a professorshIp In

midrash in the department of Henrew literature at Hebrew University in Jerusalem
This was perhaps the ultimate sign that midrash had "arrived" as a tully recognized

subject within the Jewish literary curriculum

Even so, the midrash-theory connnectlon was different Despite all the
recognition that its 1iterary features had reccwed, midrash was sti [I largely -;tudied In
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the unlvcr~irywithin departments of Rabbmic literature, a" a province of Talmudic

lIterature, and wIth an emphasis on law over lore. 13 And even when it was studied in

thc<,e way'>, mId rash, ilke Tal mud, was treated primarily as a foundational document

olluJalsm, important eIther for its religious value and meaning or as an ancient

::,ource to be mined for historical and philological information aboLlt early Judaism

and Chnstianity. \X/here it was recognized for its exegetical interest, this was almost

exclusIvely for the purposes of comparative exegesis, the tracing of the history of

a given interpretatIOn through different historical periods and religIOUS traditions.

Impurtant as such study was, it Ignored almost entirely the form of midrash,

concentratmg instead on its substance, the content of exegesis. On the other

hand, when more literary-minded scholars did try to study Imdrash as "literature,"

they tended to do so at the expense of its exegetical dimension, which was viewed

as heing llllmicaJ in some way to its so-called literary features. 14

In COnlra~t, the new literaIY study of midrash aimed to demonstrate that

mldrash UhlS a literature of interpretation, that its literary character was intrinsically

bound up with its exegetICal dimension. More than that, it sought to show

how midrash could be viewed as the embodiment of an authentic, native Jewish

creativity, which, it was now understood, was in no way inimical to the exegetical

tradition withinJudaism, to the contrary, midrash became the paradigm for exegesis

as a creative religious and imaginative act. This recognition was, arguably, the

single mmt important contribution of the midrash-theory connection But what

was mosL remarkable about this new perception-the ability to see the process of

interpretation not only as the method but also as the very essence of the literary

nature of midrash-is that it was made possible only through exp05ure to modernist

wnters and CfltlCS IJke Franz Kafka,Jorge Luis Borges, Walter Benjamin, and Roland

Barlhes, whose wntings similarly compound text and exegesis If we had not first
learned how to read these modernists, we would never have known how to read

midrash. They provided the lens through which we were first able to recognize

the singular literary·exegetical features that are visible in midrash as well as in

modernist text<;

The moment of interdisciplinary excitement I have sketched out here has now

largely passed. With the demise of deconstruction, literary theorists-with a few

notable exceptions, like Geoffrey Hartman, whose work and personal example

have exc.:rted a maJOr influence upon the field l5-seem 10 have lost interest in

Tllidrash and in other aspects of classical Judaism and its literature. Harold Bloom

has turned his attention from Kabbalah and its relation to criticism to a wholesale

Gno.. tic rejection of all "normative" Judaism (which suggests how little Bloom ever
underslood ahollt Kabbalah'., presence within "normative" Judaism). l'vtore sadly,

JewI<;h sludies, no longer understood as the repressed or suppressed "other" of

We"'ll'rn culture, IS now perceived as part of the hegemonic cultural impenalism

that has suppressed and continues to suprress all the minority VOleT'" wnhlll that

culture, the supposedly authentic voices of multICulturalism and rluralJsm
Yet whatever its fate in the larger litnary theoretICal world, the midrash·

theory connection has had a lastIng impact on the study of midrash. Indeed,

now that the buzz and /lurry of the Initial excitement has passed, the time has

arnved to reap the fruits of the original linkage and to gcgin the real work of

reading mlclrash theoretically, as literary dIscourse-that is, to use the theoretical

sophistication appropriated from literary studies to describe mid rash's literary torms

in theIr specificity and full compleXity; to use the language of midrash as the base
from whICh to discuss il" hermeneutics in the light of the history of Interpretation;
and, perh<Jps most importantly, to employ our growing knowledge of the social,

religiopolitical, and gender <.:onstructions of literature In ord~'f to analyze the
slllgular forms of Rahhinlc writing. The chapter~ m this book seek to otfer modest

examples ot what such a work of reading might entail, and of the different kinds

of theoretical and litt'rary challenges that it inevitahly faces

The full impact of the midrash-theory connectIon has not been Irmlted to the

fit'ld of midra<;h scholarship alone Its repercussions have spread not only into such

cognate areas as Talmud, Kabbalah, and medieval Hebrew literature, hut 011'>0 into
the field olJewlsh studies as a whole, for which midrash has, in e/fect, lunctl()Jled as
a kmd of avant-garde, an advance force through which Jewish studies as a di::.ciphne

has engaged the frontiers of the humanities within the Amencan university Indeed,

the impact of the interdisciplmary linkage upon JeWIsh studies has been so great
that it is worth reHecling tor a moment upon its signiticance and espeCially why

its ripplelike effects have been so extensive

I would 5uggest that a good part of the reason for thi5 has to do With the

identIty politics of Jewish studies, namely, the ways in which the modern academic
and critical swdy ofJudaism, smce its inceptIOn in Wlssemchaft, has partiCIpated

in shaplllg Jewish selfhood in the modern world. As many historians have noted,
modern Jewish scholarship has always served diverse ideological purposes. In
its earlier periods alone, these purposes ranged from Montz Steirl'>chneider's

somewhat overworked formulation that the duty of the hIstorian I'> to gIve "the
remainS ot Judaism a decent burial," to functioning as a lool of emanupation and

assimilation into Western culture, or serving as an instrument for the re/orm and
revivification of Judaism.lt>

Somewhat more intimately, the study of the past has also worked as "a personal
exercise in group genealogy," as the histonan David f'...tyers ha... wntten. 17 Since the
Enlightenment, Jewish scholars have explored their Jewi,>hness through intelleetual

immersion in the foundational text" ot the past, from the Bible through the great
medieval classics, even though they have ceased to believe In those tnts the way

that the texts claim their reader.. must. That is to say, since the beginning of the
modern period, the critical study of JeWIsh texts has been a primary mode of
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est<lhlishlllg Jewishness as a secwl.n identity_ This was certainly the case with the

modern study of midrash Irom Zunz's time onward.

It was precIsely here, however, that the new literary study of midrash differed

not only tram more traditIOnal mldrash scholarship but also from the mainstream of

Jev.'ish studies. 'The primary intellectual encounter between Judaism and modern

culture has been precisely in a mutual preoccupation With the historicity of things,"

Yuse! Hayim Yerushalmi has written in his eloquent study of Jewish history

and memory, Zakhor. 18 t\.1ost modern Jewish scholarship. indeed most intellectual

concern With things JeWish, has been dominated by the study of history, with
the recovery and reconstruction of the Jewish past in its fullness, Yet precisely

becau..,e of thl5 historicist orientation, as Yemshalmi has lamented, the modern
Jewish historian (read scholar) cannot escape "the ironic awareness that the very

mode" In which he or she delves into the past "represents a decisive break with that
Pd':>t"19 This is the modern Jewish scholar's malaise. If history, in Yerushalmi's apt
fornlulation, has been "the faith of fallen Jews,"20 it has been a faith that has not

been able to recreate the wholeness of our forebears' belief, nor has it been able to

heal lhe wounds that modernity has inrlicted upon the collective Jewish memory,
indeed upon collective JeWIsh existence.

To some extent, the mldrash-theory connection sought to overcome this

melancholy awareness of the failure of historicism. Not exactly theological in its
tenor but not Without some implicit theological aspirations, not entirely oblivious

lo historical considerations but not at all antiquarian in Its orientation, the midrash

theory connection hoped to discover in midrash a form of Jewish creativity that

could he transmissable, reclaimable, in a way that purely historicist knowledge

about the JeWIsh past could never be, Undoubtedly, part of this desire to find

in literature a form of creativity that could somehow defeat hIstory and offer a

kind ot surrogate for the wholeness, the spiritual redemption, once offered by

religIon was a vestige of late Romanticism and on that count perhaps doomed to

trustration from the beginning, Nor am I suggesting that it was ever possible

for midrash scholarship~whetherof the new literary or the more traditional
philologiLCd variety~to escape the dilemmas of histOricism (any more than the

literary approach to the Bible succeeded in avoiding a confrontation with more
hi<;toricist readings 01 the biblical text). Nonetheless, the persistence of the desire
to overcomt: the knowledge of a decisive break with the past~a break in whose

5hadow wt: live-and to find in mldrash a kind of hermeneutical metanarrative

that would transcend the Ironic awareness of history is powerful testimony to the

dissatisfactIOn with pure historici'iOl as a mode of Jewish intdlectual conduct. 21

Tht' genuine vitality that characterized the midrash-theory connection, the sheer

intellectual excitement of the encounter, attests to the possibility ot finding withlO
Jev.-i<,h tradition a mode of creativity that is more than just historical knowledge,

that is still able to evoke real excitement among contemporary Jews.

We must not, of course, exaggerate the Impact of the mldrash-theory ({m.

nection Even If it is true that the university is the primary site in the world today

for original and creative thinking on questions of Jewlshness (be they theological
or demographIC in orientation), we would do well to remember how restricted

and limited the academIC world can be, As one writer has said recendy about the
possibility of midrash to serve as a source for contempor,uy religiou'i discourse,

"Outside the world of the academy, in the lives of Jews who know vcry little

about thiS literature, mldrash is a strange animal There is In these texts a whole

dimension of difficulty."22 This includes not only the inability to accept the beliets

that undergird mldrash~its assumptions about the nature at Torah, for example,
as a divinely authored text-and its religious messages, which mayor may not

conform to our idt:as of Jewish faith (it we identify as Jews, and even less obviously

if we do not). Even more importantly, the reading of midrash, because of the

obscure, sometimes arcane nature of Its texts, inevitably disappoints and frustrates
the expectations of personal meaningfulness that a reader who IS not an academic

brings to these texts, the hunger to have these texts connect immeJiillely to one's
identity (or, we should add with some sadness, not connect at ali)

The cntre Harold Bloom has diagnosed the prohlem even more grimly. "I
contemplate my many students," Bloom has written, "and I retleet on how many of

them are Jewish in one way or another: confusedly, ambivalently, and partly That

is the way things are, the way they are going to be What offers itself as normative
Judaism does not speak to them, as it does nor speak to n1e."2~ In place at "normative"

Judaism~and midrash is clearly part of "normative" Judaism~Bloom offers the
triad of Franz Kafka, Sigmund Freud, and Cershom Scholem as the contemporary

canon of "high Jewish culture," at what he calls "Jewlshnes~ wi thout Judaism"H But

it is essentially Hloorn's challenge to the "normative" tradition that every student
of midrash must take seriously. Namely, can mldrash speak to us today?

I would propose that it is precisely here that the midrash,theory connection

can teach us: not by showing how to reclaIm the substance ot mid rash or its
methodology of reading, but by servlOg as a model for how theory can actIvely

engage the classical "normative" tradition, and, once haVing engaged it, hnd the

tradition more valuable and meaningful in its own fight For IS the search for

selfhood that led literary scholars to midrash 'iO different In the end from the

desire of laypersons to have these texts do something for them by revealing part

of the mystery, the perplexity, o~ their existence as Jews: In both cases, what was
and continues to be sought is a way to reclaim these texts for ourselves.

Ironically, Bloom's own early work in Kabbaluh al1d Cnticism might be instruct ive
here as exemplifymg the very process through which theory can participate in

this act of recovery25 For while Bloom acknowledges that Kabbalah did not lead

him to his theories of literary innuence, there can he no question that Bloom

gained his "feel" for Kabbalah-and his ability to COlT1municate to hIS readers
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the palpable sense of the psychic energies that pul,>ate through those esoteric
my-.tical bloodlines-from hi':> knowledge at the hIstory of post-Romantic poetry

HIs most brilliant intuition was to talk about Kabbalah as though it were poetry

And preuse!y because what he says ahout poetry is so compdling (at least to the

reader mltlated into the mysteries of B100mlan critiCIsm), moorn's travel guide to
Kabbalah was able to aftord access to its hidden paths through its revisionist,

Cnustic, and OedIpal routes with an unmediacy that has often eluded more
conventional scholarship.

The questIons that literary theory wd\ raise when it turns to the tradItIOn will
concern "how deeply or teebly the tradition is reading its sources," as Geoffrey
Hartman has aptly written. 26 Only by seeing how deeply the tradition read') its
sources will we be able to learn to read the tradition deeply for ourselves. In this
buok I try tu oUer a model for how such questioning and reading might proceed so
as to Involve the tradition and ourselves In meaningful exchange. The book consists
o! lour such exchanges on central topics In the study of midrash. Although it is not
intendeJ to he either an introduction to mldrash for literary theorists or a pnmer
in theory for mldra<,h scholars, I have tried to write it in such a way that the book
will be acccs<,lhle .md challengIng to readers on both sides of the midrash-lheory
linkage, that is, suftkiently sophisticated to interest those with more training in
either Rabblnics or literary theory and yet not so technical as to scare off scholars
in one tield who may be less familiar with the mysteries of the other.

The chapters in the book form a progression, but each one may also be read
as an essay in its own nght, which is indeed the way they were originally wntten
and published In preparing this book, I have revised the separate essays so as
to knit them together into an extended discussion, but I have deliberately not
attempted to do away with theIr essayistic nature. By calling these chapters essays,
I mean, fjuite literally, that they are assays or attempts, that is, literarv experiments
in exploring an idea or text, in laying out the parameters of a problem, rather than
more ambitious efforts aimed at resolving difflCulties once and forever.

As a scholarly genre, the interpretive essay is a medium that, unfortunately,

has not found a large place for itself in Jewish studIes. In general, the field has
tavored either the scholarly article or the monograph, both of them Inore fittlllg
vehicle .. for Wissenschaft, the "science" of Judaism, with its claims to precise and
comprehensive knowledge. To be sure, authonty and essayIstic writing need not be
exclusive, Cershom Scholem's great interpretive es<;ays-"Revelation and Tradition
as Religlou,,; Categones In ludaism," for example, or any of the essays in Kabba!,l~alld

It, SymlJOii,m-are positive evidence to the contrary.'l7 But the essay, by its very tonn,
pUlnb in a dlHerem intellectual direction than the monograph-toward intellectual
speculation and discovery rather than conclusive lormulation and summary

It would be rresumpruous lor any scholar to compare him- or herself to
Scholem, but d the chapters in this book have any model. It is Scholem'<; great

essays, Tho<;e es')ays, like the ones 1 have mentioned, epitomIze scholarshIp that
is, as George Steiner once wrote about Scholern's work, of "the lik-givlng kind,"2H

SLholem's writIng remains the most powerful testimony to the capacIty 01 modern
Jewish scholarship to transcend its secondary stalUs as comment<lry on the cla<;sics
at the past and to become a sourLe oflewi..h creativity 111 Its own fight-that IS, to
be ahle to embody the meaningfulness ofJewl,>h tradition I,even without necessanly

subscribing to its content) To be sure, the power 01 Scholem's writing lay 111 many

things: his magIsterial learning and Intelligence, hIS Lapacity for recon"tructing the
hidden myth at the heart of KabhalistlC doctrine, his genius for SCClllg the histOrical
ramihcations of these mo.;,t arcane ideas in the farthest reaches 01 culture, But as
sources to be read In their own right, perhaps the deepest measure 01 their power
lay in the proven ability of Scholem's Writings to inspire their readers-nol to
become Kabbalrsts themselves or to take up mystical belIefs and practice.;" but to
go back to the tradition, to study its texts for themselves and, thereby, in some
way, to partake of the power and fascinatIOn of Kabbalah on theIr own It this
book, too, can inspIre only a few of its readers to read (or reread \ midrash on their
own, it will have more than justdled its writing



Chapter I

Midrash and Hermeneutics:
Polysemy us. Indeterminacy

No questions have figured more prominently in the COl1tcmpOf<H)' '.>tudy of
midrash than those of its hermeneutics Is there a logic to Intcfpft'tation In mldrash,
a Set of rules or exegetical conventions governing the tree play of its commentaries;>

Are those rules or theIr logic different from those of other intnpretive traditions,

and if so, what are those differences and what do they mean;'

These questiqns are important not only because 01 what their answers might

teach us ahout midrash. They also point to one of the primary reasons why midrash

has fascinated studen[S of literature and literary theory in general. Indecd, si nee that
interest was first expressed some fifteen years ago, scholars have been trying to find

m midrash an alternatIve to the vanous "logocentric" hermeneutical traditions, like

that of al1egoresis, that have dominated Western literary culture since antIquity, As

a result, the urge to define the hermeneutics of midrash has been invested almost

from the beginning with a desire to locate in RabbiniC exegesIs a hermeneutic
embodying Otherness

This project has encountered many challenges. Among the'>e, perhaps the

most interesting has been the basic question that can he addressed 10 lhe entIre
post-structuralist project, and to deconstruction in panlcular: Is there "any other
way that thinking may operate beyond or outSide the enclosure ot logocentrism)"

This was precisely the question Zhang Longxi posed In a mastertul study that

explores the parallels between deconstruction and classical Chmese hermeneutics,

a parallel that Jacques Derrida himself was among the hrst to invoke. 1 Aher

subjecting Derrida's claims for the similarity of the two systems to the lest of

the Chlllese perspective, Zhang disputes Iheir validity, pOlllting out in the process

a lengthy train 01 misinterpretations of Chinese thought by Western thlllkers,
among whom Derrida is only the most recent

The deeper question raised by Zhang's argument, however, concerns the

desire that led Dernda to invoke the Chmese model in the hrst place That
question, III turn, raises still other matlers for inquiry, matters that in their broadest

terms concern our every Intellectual eHon to look at non· Western culture through
the lens ot Western critical categories, If the essential theme- oj the Western

"
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herrnencutKal tradition has been the challenge involved in understandmg the

Other, then cultures olltside the West and their hermeneutICal traditions would

seem to epitomize Otherness. Yet granting that it IS Impossible for the subject (the

Interpreter) ever to achieve tutal identitkatlon with the object of Interpretation

(non -\'('estern cuhllreilts hermeneutical tradition/a document of tnterpretation In

that tradition), how then does one proceed to understand the Other without
distorting it in the very name of Otherness?

In dealing with cultures that have developed more or less mdependently of the

\Xt'cst--llkc China or Africa, for example-the solutions to these methodological

problems may more likely derive trom literary anthropology than from pure the

ory 2 The case of III idrash raises stilI other considerations, however, since classical

RabbiniC exegesis, like RabblnicJudaism itself, was not so much completely "other"
to, or apart from, Western culture as it was a marginal presence upon its borders,

a tradltlf>n that developed by drawmg upon Western categories and transforming
them wi thout becoming wholly absorbed by them. Historically, Rabbinic Judaism

arose m late antIquity out of the fusion between ancient Near Eastern Israelite

traditIOn and Hellenism. Not surprisingly, then, its literature, including midrash,

borrowed hom both the biblical and the classical literary traditions, yet managed
to create for itself a tully distlnd identity that exists in a kind of intermediate space

between the conventional genres of Western J.terature.

Needless to say, any study of midrash must be able to encompass this complex

histOrical etiology. No attempt will ever be sutficient that presents mldrash and

it" hermeneutics 10 simple oppositlOn to logocentrism, with the latter being

characterized as a Creco-Roman or Christian development and the former as

afewish one. To read midrash as a rewriting of Derrida, Jacques Lacan, or

Edmond Jabes is equally misguided. The alternative, however, is not to study

midrash through its own methods, which is essentially the way it has been read
\\'ithm traditional Jewish CIrcles since the Middle Ages; rather, it is to approach

midrash with a theoretical interest, fully prepared 1O take a stance toward literary

theory TOughly analogous to the marginal stance midrash (and Rabbinic Judaism)
histoncally assumed in relation to the intellectual categories of Hellenism (and,
in <;ubsequent Jewish hi<;tory, both ChristIanity and Islaml, that IS, simultaneously
receptive and resistant to their universali.,t ambitions. Such an approaLh to midrash
would be open to the categories of literary theory, yet conscious of lllt!r Otherness

and ready to transform them by recontextualizing them
In ttli'; chapter, I wish to investigate one aspect of midrash that has frequently

heen proposed as an antecedent or counterpart of the concept 01 Indeterminacy

JS it has /igun.:d in post-structuralist literary theory, namely, its conceptIOn of

Scriptural polysemy and its consequent habit of presenting multiple Interpretations
tor Scriptural verses or phrases As I hope to show, multiple interpretatIon in
midra ... h bears little connection to the notion of indeterminacy; nonetheless, inde-

terminacy may stdl remaIn a slgndlcant category tor understanding our readlllg of

midrashic dIscourse. This lack of equivalence between midrash and the theoreticJI

categories we use to read it may not be purely negative knowledge Aside from the
sheer antiquarian interest in understanding the mldrashic phenomenon within its

historical context, it mJy help us set' a little more clearly the very conditions of
our own theorizing

Any consideration of the relatIOnshIp between theory and mldrash might

do well to begin with the difference between the self-retlexivlty of contemporary

theory-thought turned in upon its own operations-and that of midrash, in which

even theoretIcal statements about exegesis are couched In the language of Scnptural

exegesis, No better example of the midrashlC habit eXIsts than the RabbiniC

traditions about Scriptural polysemy. The locus classicus for these traditions IS

preserved in the Talmud, where they are cited in the course of a debate over the

question as to whether or not one party may invoke multiple bibhcal verses in

support of its position in a legal dispute, the assumption beIng that two prooftexts
make a stronger case than one. Many sages appear to have opposed thIS practice,

however, and accordingly the Talmud cites two sayings, the first attributed to

Abbaye, a fourth-century Babylonian sage, and the second to the School of Rabbi

Ishmael, a Palestinian sage who lived approximately two centUries earlier

Abbaye said: The verse says, "Once Cod has spoken, but twice I have heard"
(Ps. 62: 12). A single verse has several senses, but no two verses ever hold the

same mea01 ng

It was taught in the School of Rabbi Ishmael "Behold, tvty word is like fire
declares the Lord-and like a hammer that shatters rock" (jer, 23:29), Just

as this hammer produces many sparks [when it strikes the rock], so a SIngle

verse has several meanings.'

Both of these interpretations make much the same point, but they derive it

from separate verses In very different ways. The Psalms vase, which in its original

context serves as an affirmation of Cod's faithfulness and justice, IS understood by

Abbaye as saying, in eHect, "One thing God has spoken but two thtngs I have

heard," with the Hebrew words ahat and sheillyim read not abverbia!1y ranee"

and "twICe") but as substantIves. In the case of the School of Rabbi Ishmael's
saying, the verse from Jeremiah also has a meaning In its SCriptural context very

different from the Interpretatlon the sages give it They understand Jeremiah's

declaration as describing not the experience of prophecy but the substance of that

experience, the content of prophetK revelation: specifically Its hterary product,
the text of Scripture. This reading denvcs trom what is for the Rabbis a genuine
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problem in the ver<;e, namely, the presence of the two similes The Rabbis always

undertake their study of the Hible with the assumption that every word in Scripture

is both necessary and significant. If this is 50, however. why does the prophet

ust' two similes for Cod's word, both fire mid a hammer? The answer~m effect,
the interpretation-given by the School 01 Rabbi Ishmael can be paraphrased as

101l0w5: t--1y word, says God, is IJke fire, but what sort of fire? Like those fiery sparks

produced by a hdmmer when it strikes rock-and like the many senses that every
verse In Scripture holds ready to let fly at the strike of the interpretive hammer. of

The idea of Scriptural polysemy presented in these two sayings represents

a virtual ideologICal cornerstone of mldrashic exegesis, The concept does not

appear to have changed or developed perceptibly through the classical Rabbinic
period, and its use characterizes statements of both halakhah, Rabbinic law, and
aggadah, the more homiletical and narrative portion of Rabbinic tradition, (If
anything, poly ..emy is more frequent in aggadah than in halakhah.) Elsewhere in

Rabbinic literature, the Idea i5 expressed more allu5ively, often a5 a function of a
stock number, usually seven or a multiple of seven. A statement in one midrash
collection, Bumldbar (Numbers) Rabbah, thus refers to the seventy aspect5 (pamrn)
ot the Torah, while a later collection, MishHat RllbbJ Eliezer, refers to the forty·nine
senses of Scripture. TiJe Alphl1t1d of R.lbbi Abba, a semimystical tract of the early
post-Talmudic period, describes how J\1oses was instructed on rvtount Sinai in "all
seventy aspects of the seventy languages" ot the Torah. This idea, however, is

already suggested In the Talmud, in a passage that relates how on Mount Sinai

"every commandment [dlhbur J that went furth from the mouth of the Almighty was
divided lIlto seventy tongues."5 As any student of midrash knows, the presentation
01 multiple Interpretations (often, though not always, prefaced by the formula
ci,wl7r </tJer, "another interpretation") is its most uhiquitous feature, almost a kind of

stereotype or commonplace.
The notion of Scriptural polysemy raises several questions: If every verse

has several meanings, what did the Rabbis believe was the meaning of Scripture?
DId the Bible even have a determinate sense for the Rabbis, or did they consider it
essentially an open text, an unbounded Aeld for the unlimited play of interpretation?
It so, was any interpretation of Scripture valid? Or did there exist exegetical critena,
cunstraints upon the free activity of Scnptural interpretation, and if so, what were
they) In the case of contradictory, mutually exclusive, or opposed exegese'>, what

criteria eXIsted lor resolving conHicts of interpretation?
\'fe may begin by addressing the last que,>tion first, since it is explicitly

uIscu,>seu in the following passage! a homily attributed to another early sage of the
second century', RabbI lleazar ben Azariah, as recorded In the Talmudic tractate

"lagigah

[Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah] recited this proem: 'The words of the wise arc
like goads; like nads well-planted are the words of masters ot assemblies;
they were given by one shepherd" (Eccles. 12: 11 J. Why are the words of
the Torah likened to a goad? To teach you that just as the goad directs the
heifer along Its furrow to bring forth life to the world, so the words of the
Torah dIrect those who study them from the paths of death to the paths uf
lile But [you might th,nk that] just as the goad can move [clnd be removed],
so the words of the Torah move [and can be removed]-therelore the text
says: "nads" [which once nailed down cannot be removed]. But [you might
think that] just as the nail only diminishes [as it is pounded into wood] and
does not increase, 50, too, the words of the Torah only diminish and do not
increase-therefore the text says "well-planted" Just a" a plant grows and
increases, so the words of Torah grow and increase [What does the phrase]
"the mJsters of as':>emblies" tmeJn~] These are the diSCIples of the wise who

sit III assemblIes and study the Torah, some pronounCIng unclean and others
pronouncing clean, some prohibiting Jnd others permiltlllg, some declaring
unfit and other':> declaring fit. Should a man say, Since some pronounce
unclean and others pronounce clean, some prohibit and others permit, some
declare unfit and others declare fit-how then shall I learn Torah7 Therefore
Scripture says: All of them "were given from one shepherd" One Cod gave
them, one leader (i,e., Moses) proclalnH:d them from the mouth of the Lord
of all creation, blessed be He, as it is written, "And Cod spoke all these words"
(Exod. 20: 1 [my emphasis]) Therefore make your ear like the hopper and
acqUIre a perceptive hean to understand the words of those who pronounce
unclean and the words of those who pronounce clean, the words 01 those
who prohibit and the words of those who permit, the words of those who
declare unflt and the words of those who declare tit,l>

This passage is a proem, or petdl/a, a common midrashic literary form that
probably derived from brief sermon,:> delivered in the synagogue immediately
before the weekly reading from Scripture We will discuss this form in greater
detail in chapter 3, For now we need only say that the structure of the proem is
highly conventional: It nearly always concludes with the initial verse in the weekly
reading (here, Exod. 20: 1), and virtually always opens with a verse taken from
a completely different and unrelated context In Scnpturc (here, Eccles 12:11)
After citing this latter verse, the preacher interprets It in such a way as to huild
a connection or bridge to the concluding verse, Because the audience knows
that verse in advance, the rheturical shape of the form largely depends upon the
unpredH..:tability and virtuousity WIth which the preacher (an make the connection
between the two verses
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In this proern, Rabbi Eleazar ben Azanah's interpretation of Ecdes. 12: 1J

ofters <:1I] almost perfect illustration of midrashic reading In the tlrst place, the

sage never has any doubt about the overall sense of the Verse: "the words of the

wise" can refn only to the teachmgs of the sages themselves_ The exegete's task

therefore doe<, not involve disclOSing a less obvious, hidden, or revisionist meaning
lor the verse, rather, it consists of unpacki ng the signitk:ance of each separate simile
or phrase: in Ihe verse. That significance, charactenstically, is assumed to lie in a
suhstantive contrihutlOn to meaning, not in figurative or ornamental novelty.

Tn unpac.k these points of significance, Rabbi Eleazar begins by "awmizing"
the verse, interpreting each phrase as an independent hermeneutical item. At.

ornizatloll, one at the most common exegetical techniques of midrash, proceeds
trom the aSSllmptlon that every word and phrase in Scripture is as meaningful in
Itself a,> wlthlfl its larger Scriptural context. Yet with each successive attempt to

fix a meaning for the separate phrases, Rabbi Eleazar finds himself faced by an

alternative meaning or Implication that threatens to undo the interpretation he
ha,> just proposed If the words of the Torah are truly like a goad on a beast of
hurden's neck, perhaps they, too, can be removed? To resolve thiS hermeneutical
dilemma, Rabhi Eleazar uses another common midrashic technique: he revises his
inl t ial interpretation by interpreting Scripture through Scripture. In thiS passage, he

does so by modifying the initial figure with the succeeding phrase in the verse, the
follOWing simile or figure. Thus, he is able to rebut the unforeseen and problematic
implication of his previous interpretation likening Torah to a goad by invoking

the next hgul'e in the verse, in which the words of the wise are compared to

nails, permanemly and unalterably fixed. Following this revision, however, Rabbi
Eleazar taces still another objection. If the words of Torah are like nails, do they
also dilTllnish (as they disappear into the wood into which they are hammered)?
No, for they are like plants; they grow and increase. And so on.

In its overall sequence, this chain of interpretations suggests a unified or

univocal reading of Scripture rather than a truly polysemous one. In typical

Rahbinic lashion, though, the very next interpretation in the passage offers an

explicit formulation of polysemy, ThiS is Rabbi Eleazar's interpretation for the

phrase "the masters of assemblies," which he takes as a reference to the sages
themselves as they study and debate the law-some pronouncing unclean, others
clean, some prohibiting, others permitting; and so on, If this indeed is the case, the
passage continues, a student might wonder, "How then can I learn Torah~" Rabbi
Eleazar responds: There is no cause for despair. Although the sages' opinions may
cOlltradict each other, they all are part of Torah, part of a single revelation, They
all were once <,poken by the mouth of one shepherd, Moses. who in turn received
them all from one Cod. Rabbi Eleazar's confirmation for this answer lies in the
exegesIs he offers fnr Exod, 20: I, the verse that serve'> as the introduction to the

revelation at Sinai in whICh Cod gave the Ten Commandments--the basis of the

complete Torah-to the children of Israel. 7

It should be noted that the student's question is /lot "How can I practice the

law?" The answer to that question would he clear to any disciple 01 the RabbiS
where there is a ditference 01 opinion regarding the correct law, the halakhah
is decided by following the opinion of the majority of sages, a principle of
jurisprudence the Rabbis elsewhere justify mldrashically through an interpretation

of Exod, 23:2, "after the majority incline."H Rather than pOint to a practical

quandary, the student's question and the hermeneutical despair underlying it derive

from the chaos of the academy: If the RabbiS disagree about the meaning of every
law and verse, if each and every law and verse can elicit opposite interpretations

simultaneously, then why bother to study Torah)
Thi,> dilemma recalls still another passage, the ramous description of the first

century ,>chools or "houses" of Hillel and Shammal, named after the legendary
Pharisaic sages The two schools are typically remembered in Rabbinic tradition

as engaging in endless debates·

Rabbi Abba said in the name of Samuel For three years the House of Hillel
and the House of Shammai argued. These said, The law is accordIng to

our view; and the others said, The law IS according to our view. [Finally 1
a heavenly oracle decreed, The words at both houses are the words of the
living God, and the law is like the House of Hillel

The Talmud then asks, qUite reasonably:

But if [he words of both houses are the words of the liVing Cod, why did the
House of Hillel merit having the halakhah decided according to its vIew)
Becau<,e they were peaceful and humble men, and they taught the teachings
of the House of Shammai as well as their own, and even more than that,
they taught the teachings of the House of Shammal before they taught

their own 9

In other words, the halakhah was eventually decided according to the opllllon of
the House of Hillel not because its teachings were any more correct or valid than
those of [he House of Shammai, hut for ethical reasons. Even though the House
of Hillel disagreed with its opponents, it treated the House of Shammai with
respect. Another tradition tells us that while the Houses of Hillel and Shammal
disagreed over the legitimacy of children horn from certain types of marriages,
they still did not re/ram from marrying each others' daughters-because, we are
told, they preferred to practice the Scriptural command, "You must love truth and
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reace" rZech. 8: 19J,l1l ~rom a strictly hermeneutrcal perspective, however, both
Interpretations, even it they contradict each other, are considered equally true,

Identically alive to Torah's meaning, to the words of the living God
The sanction fOf sULh paradoxical truth is explicitly stated in the homily

of Rahbi Eleazar: it is the divIne origins that both intt::rpretations are said to
share, the helief that the contradictory opinions of the two houses were both
originally spoken by the mouth of the Lord of all creation. This divine sanction
lor SCriptural polysemy al~o differentiates the midrashlC concept of polysemy
from I(S post-structuralist counterpart, indeterminacy By indeterminacy, I hasten
to add, I do not mean nihilism, the sheer relatlvizing or negation of meaning as an
infinitely deferred presence, or nonpresence. Instead, I refer to the concept as it
has been subtly characterized by Geoffrey Hartman, as being close to the process
of commentary Itself. "the taking away, modification, elaboration of previous
mearll ngs"l I In this sense, midrashic reading can sometimes be, as in Rabbi Eleazar's
interpretation of Eccles. t 2 11, very clost' to a literal)' criticism predicated on
indeterminacy What differentiates midrash from indeterminacy is not its style but
rather the latter's formal resistance to closure, Its hnal revelation of a perspective
(hat, as Hartman writes, "may be, precisely, the absence of one and only one
context from which to view the flux of time or the empirical world, of one and
only one method that would destabilize all but itself, of one and only one language
to rule understanding and prevent misunderstanding."12 In contrast, midrashic
polysemy is predicated preCIsely upon the existence of such a perspective, the
diVine presence from whICh all contradictory interpretations derive, Precisely what
type of perspective thiS is we wrll try to say shortly.

The difference between Rabbinic polysemy and contempora'Y indetenninacy
IS fairly clear What is more instructive, however, is the fact that the midrashic
conception has no real parallel, so far as I know, even in other interpretive traditions
in the ancient world that also approached the Bible as a divinely inspired text.
Con'iolder the example of the earliest datable literature of jewish bibli<.:al exegesis,
the lragments of commentaries found among the Dead Sea Scrolls at Qumran.
The technical term for exegesis at Qumran is pe5her, a Hebrew word cognate to
the Sumerian bw and the Akkadian p'15harw, verbal roots that mean "to release,
resolvF", and solve," and that became in ancient Near Eastern dream.interpretation
literJlure the technical terms for the therapeutic-magical process whereby the
symbolic meaning of a dream-particularly of a troubling dream-is explained,
and hence explained away.J3 In the Bible, a cognate verb, patar, is also used for
dream inlerpretalion, and the ~ame root, as we shall see, is the basis for the name
of a speuhc type of mldrashic Interpretation, the petlrah,14

The connection between Qumranic pesher and ancien( dream interpretation
IS a VI rtua] commonplace of modern scholarshIp. IS Like ancient dream interpreta
tion, ..... Ith Its singleminded desire to unravel the one and only meaning of the dream,

pesher interpretation views SCripture as an enigma to he solved and dec()c:.ed, The
key to the solution, its underlying code, IS the apocalypflc hl .. tory ot the ,.ectanan
Dead Sea community itself, Thus, in the Pesher Habakkuk, one phrasc afte~ another
in the book 01 Habakkuk is made to refer to a contemporary event or pc-_~,>onage,
from the Teacher of Righteousness (as the founder of the sect appears to h ~ ve been
known) and his followers to their many and assorted jewi<;h enemies, as '-..• ell a5 to

Rome, the Gentile scourge. In this exegesis there IS little room for con(r-3dictory

or multiple interpretations. 16 Indeed, the apocalyptic force of the com -------ae
ntary

,
its persuasiveness a<; a political and religIOUS document, depends direct I . on the
absolutenes<; of its claim that each and every interpretation IS true and : hat thee. . tural
contemporary meanings-the events and personages-that underlie the _".:. TIP
text will exhaust that text'" prophecy as soon as they come to pass in the l.~ minent
future. The same type of Interpretation appears as well in the New Te-sl3ment
Gospels, in the so-called fulfillment prophecies in which verses from the ,.-Jeb

rew

Bible are cited as propheCIes of events that are said to have been realized I - (he life
of jesus. The most famous of these prophecies is Matthew's misinterpre - 3110

n
of

Isa. 7: 14, "the maiden is with child and will soon give birth to a <;on whorr she Will
call Immanuel," which Matthew understood as a prophecy fulfilled in tr ~ VIrgIn

birth
As in Qumranic exegesis, many exegetICal technlCjues in RabbiniC -nldrash

J b d
· t·· 17 Yet

can a so e trace to varrous procedures 0 anCIent dream Interpretall C
.,

the essential thrust of mldrash toward finding multiple interpretations of ~ .:::nptur
e

could not be more opposed to the basic intentIons of ancient dream ilHerp - ,,=,ta(lon
Unlike the exegetes of Qumran, the Rabbis appear to have repudiated the a ~solutist
claims of apocalyptic fulfillment in favor of hermeneutical multiplicity. F - "' exam
ple, the petlrah, the cognate midrashic form I have mentioned, adapts for --n,drash
the form of the Qumranic pesher, Like the pesher, the petirah take<; an ah . '3 {ori(:al,
generally abstract if not abstruse biblical verse, and applies it to a cone --:.-te and
specific event. Unlike the pesher, however, (he events interpreted in the pC'" - ,rah are
not contemporary, certainly not imminent in the eschatological future c - recent,
near apocalyptic past, a<; in the New Testament use of the fulfillment tonr rather,
they tend to be chosen from the distant past, usually from the biblical pas 1'.: .3 realm
of history that can be characterized best hy its unthreatetllng distance ---·:Jm the
interpreter. Furthermore, once again in contrast to Qumranic pesher, r- drashlc
petirot, even when they are applied to the biblical narrative, are usually p _--::-sentel~
in series-not just one petirah, but two or three, sometimes as many as four =- "' five.
The apocalyptic and absolutist c1aim<; of Qumranic pesher have effect I \.- ~ y been
neutralized in midrash-in the religious-political as well as in the herme-- ~ eutical

sphere-by a Virtually ideological polICY of polysemy
Similarly, there are no real parallels to multiple interpretations of the r: irashlc

sort in the various hermeneutical traditions of the claSSical and early (_ ~ -, nstlan
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worlds. Classical allegoresis developed as an apologetIc instrument of StOIC and
Neoplatonic rationalizers of Homeric mYlh, and it was later utj]izl·d by Philo as
a technique for the philosophIcal interpretation of Scnpture. From Its beginnings,

allegory distingUished between and built upon two distinct levels ot meaning'

tlrst, the literal or manifest meaning (to phaturol1); second, the underlying or

deeper sense (he huponoiar As early as Philo, however, this second level began

to be subdivided mto more subtle categones-the naturalistic, the ethical, the
mt:taphysical or mystICal-and these three subcategories eventually developed in
medieval Christian exegesis into the famous fourfold senses of Scripture.

Yet while these traditions all seem to predicate multiple interpretation as a
condition of exegesis, the different senses they find in Scripture actually represent
a hierarchy of meanings rather than a truly polysemous range of interpretations,
each one separate from the others, The medieval senses, rather than being distinct
hermeneutical categories, are more like levels of interpretation that could in fact
be ordered in an ascending ladder of Significance 19 This is very different from

the multiple Interpretations of Scripture found in midrash For example, Hab. 1:7,
'That one is ternole, dreadful; its laws and majesty proceed from itself," a verse
that In its original context refers to the Chaldeans, is interpreted in Vayikra
(Leviticus) Rabbah 18:2 six different ways. According to the mldrash, It refers,
respeLtiveJy, to Adam, Esau, Sennacharib, Hiram King of Tyre, Nebuchadnezzar,
and the Israelites l Even If the interpretations relating to Esau, Sennacharib, Hiram,
and Nebuchadnezzar all might be said to be versions of a single interpretive

rrototype-to refer to an enemy of God (as the first half of the verse is in eHect
interpreted) from whom a faithful servant of God eventually descended (as the

second halt of the verse IS understood)--one could hardly use this categorization
lor the interpretations refernng to Adam and to the Israelites. These two opimons
do not even parallel each other. Or to give another example: on l.am. 3: 10, "He
is a lurking bear to me," a reference to the unnamed and cruel enemy who is
torturing the speaker (an anonymous male personifying the natIon of Israel),
Eikhah (Lamentations) Rabbah 01 fers two opmions regarding his historical identity.
According to one, rhe bear IS Cod; according to the other, it is Vespaslan (the
Roman general and emperor to whom the Rabbis attributnl the major blame for
the destruction of the Temple in 70 CF.), This last pair of interpretations represents
the aggadic t'fjuivalent to the opposed Interpretations of the Houses of Hillel and
Shammai In the realm of halakhah.

The closest analogue to mldrashlC polysemy that one can find in the Church
fathers IS in Augustine. In one of the most inspired exegeses in the entire history
of Scnptural interpretatIOn, Augustine reads God's blessing to mankind "to be
fruit/lit and multIply" (Gen. 1:22,28) as an injunction to multiply interpretations
of Scripture, "to express in manifold ways what we understand in but one, and to
undcr'>tand in malllioid ways what we read as obscurely uttered in but one way."20

And certainly no medIeval exegete delights more than Augustine does in multiple
interpretations, ror Gen. I 1 alone he offers hve dlHerent readmg., 21

Yet, even for Augustine, the posslbiHty of multIple interpretatIons in Scriptural
exegesis is less a functlOn of an inherently polysemous sacred text than It is the
result of the hiblical author's own obscunty. That obscurity may possess divine
sanction, hut its presence nonetheless creares a hermeneutical dilemma for the
biblical exegete, making It impossible for him or her to determme the origmally
intended meaning of a verse, and thereby leading the interpreter [0 invent other
readings. For Augustine, however, thl., eventuality is not mherently dangerous
so long J., those other meanings represt:nt the "truth" and arc "congruous with
the truth raught in other passages of the Holy Scriptures."22 By truth Augustine
essentially means caril~H, that "love of a Being which is to he enjoyed and ot a bemg
that can share that enjoyment With us," which serves him as a ncar rule of faith.
While Augustine did not invent the rule of raIth, he seems to have been among the

first to use it to justify (rather than to prohihit) exegetIcal innovation. A person
who understands Scnpture in a way different from thal intended by its author may
therefore be deceived, but "if he is deceived in an Interpretation which build~ up
caritas, which is the end of the commandments, he is deceived in the same way as
a man who leaves a road by mistake hut passes through a field to the same place
towards which the road itself leads."2'!

To be sure, one could argue that Rabbinic Judaism also possesses a "rule at
faith" under which all multiple interpretations are to be subsumed The problem,
however, is in stipulating in what this rule consists. If all the statements about

faith that characterize Rabbinic Judaism were collected, they would more closely
resemble the anthologies of multiple interpretations for a slllgle verse that are

found in Rabbinic exegesis than a systematic exposilion of religious beliefs. This
feature of Rabbinic thought ha<; led one modern Jewish theologian to describe its
condition as "the Indeterminacy of belid"24 At least since the time of l\1almomdes,
Jewish philosophers have been aware at the RabbIS' apparent lack of interest in
making a theologically coherent whole out of their disparate artlCles at faith. Only
in the recent past, in fact, has the absence of a systematic theology come to be

viewed as a virtue of Rabbinic Judaism rather than as a fadure

Those attempting to describe institutional controls on interpretation WIthin

the Rabhinic community face difficulties analogous to those seeking to define
a rule of faith for Rabbmic Judaism. Such controls surely must have existed
Yet outside of the most obviously impossible cases-a reading ot Isa, 7: 14 as a
prophecy of rhe virgin birth of Jesus as messiah-it is difficult to say preci<;cly
what lay beyond the borders of discourse. To be certain, most institutional controls
work silently through what hank Kermode has described as "the taCIt knowledge
of the permitted range of sense."25 Indeed, the literature of Rabhl11ic Judaism

sometimes seems to have been edited almost intentionally to camouflage any
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Im,t uriUI1Ld constraInt.. or contlilts. Yet while Rabbinic literature is replete with

con ~-oversles and dJ'>agreements between Rabbis (one Rabbi may even accuse

ano -: lef 01 distorting the sense of Scripture), the fact remains that the objectionable

or d ;puted Interpretation is usually preserved within the Rabbinic corpus together
wltl--. the unobjectionable or authoritative exegesIs; both are handed down as equal

wor~':i of the living Cod.2/1 There is liltle evidence (() support the existence of

expl :Jt mechanisms for internal censorship in Rabbinic society,27

-:-:.ven '>0, the absence of a rule of faith In Rabbinic)udalsrn, or the impossibility
of dc:ermulmg the institutional forces thal may have controlled exegesis, does not

mear: that midrash was ever entirely open or unconstramed. For one thing, there

i1pp(-~r to have eXIsted schools of exegesIs with distinct hermeneutical approaches

or rc·ldencics. There also existed "l1sts" ot hermeneutical rules and exegetical

tech riques that rctleet .,ome awareness of the mechanisms of interpretation.

The.;,'> lists, however, were not composed to serve as how-to manuals for "dOing"

mldr J.~hi rather, scholars of Rabbmics today believe that they were more likely

comr,'ded at comparatively late dates by specific exegetical schools to legitimate

their hermeneutical methods and to provide polemical documentation against

Lomretlng exegetical schools (or competing relIgious groups, like the Karaite sect

in the early Middle Agesl. 21l In practice, Rabbinic exegesis also turns out to be

far le)s polysemous than some statements we have seen might lead us to expect.

Many multIple inlerpretations, hke the exegeses tor Hab. 1:7 cited earlier, are

actually versions of the same Idea and recur in different contexts. Furthermore,

while mldrash may be unsystematic, its exegeses are not unmotivated, Even at

its must apparerHly far-fetched or t1amboyant moments, midrashic interpretations

It:nd to be situated on genuine textual cruces or irregularities, "bumps" in the plain

surb,<.e of Scripture, a fact that militates against the worst excesses of unbridled

polysemy. Finally, there appears to be a kind of underlying "deep structure" in
midrash that both produces and governs multiple interpretations under specific

exegetical conditions, Th.s Jeep structure, as Betty Roitman has recently argued,

"enaCh at the level of interpretation a dialectic formulated on the ontological

plane by Rabbi Akiba: 'All is foreseen, but freedom of choice is given.'" In mldrash,

ROltman wntes, "all is determined, and yet all is open."2g

ROltman's theologized formulation suggests a possible direction in which

to look lor a modd or explanation lor the concept 01 polysemy In midrash. In

contemporary critICism, textual meaning is often described spatially, in terms of

its po<;i(lon either "behind" the text (the tradltionallogocentric view) or "in front"

01 II (trom the perspective of deconstruction), In the case of RabbinicJudaism, the

divine guarantee of meaning in SCripture might be descnbed more accurately as

coming trom above, not in the sense of divine eflluence or emanation but literal1y

from on high, trom the top of Mount Sinai, where, the Rabbis claimed, Cod

gave ,\10'>0 not only Scripture, "the wntlen Torah" or the Pentateuch, but also

an "oral Torah," passed on by mouth from generation to generation. That oral

Torah effectIvely compnscd everythmg in RabbinIC Judaism not expliCitly stated

in the wnt1en Torah, As revealed In its totality at Sinai, It Included every multiple

interpretation of Scripture, including, as one Lelcbrated saying ~tates, "the very

words a disciple of the sages will "peak before hl'i teacher "W

The two aspects of Torah, wnUcn and oral, arc not exactly eqUIvalent lor

the Rabbis, but together they form a unifted, timeless entity with a singlt:: origin

In the divll1e revelation, As we have already seen, certain RahblnIC traditiOns, Hke

those describing every divine utterance at Sinai as having been i"sued In seventy

tongues, seem to connect pulysemy With the original revelation, Other traditions

that describe Cnd's external appearance at ddkrent moments when He rnani~e'ited

Himself to Israel have a family resemblance to the traditions ahuut the poly<,emolls

meaning of Torah. Thus, in one famous passage, we arc told that

Cod appeared to [the chddren of Israel] at the Red Sea like a hero in bault·,

at Sinai like a scribe instructing them in Torah, and in the days 0/ Daniel

like an elderly teacher.l Cod] said to them Just because you see !\'1e in many

images, thiS docs not mean that there arc many gods Said Rabbi Hanllla

bar Papa: Cod appeared to them with an angry tace, With a neutral face

with a pleasant expreSSion, and with a smliing face, SaId Rabbi LeVI Cod

appeared to them like a statue whICh looks 'In every direction A thousand

people look at It, and it looks at each ot them, Thus, when God spoke to

Israel, each]ew said: it is to me that the VOice is speaking ,I
Just as a single verse may have many meanings, so Cod, too, is said to possess many

countenances
A more exphcit treatment of the connection between Cod and (he Torah

can be found in the following passage lf1 Bereshlt Rabbah, the midrash on the
book ot Cenesis, The passage below. attributed to Rabbi Hoshaya, is the very first

interpretation in the collectIon Although its subject is Gen, 1 I it begins with a

senes of interpretations of Prov 8:30, a verse that in Its original context is "poken

by Wisdolll, an allegorical flgure that the Rabbis identilied With Torah

RabbI Hoshaya hegan: "I was with Him as an umo~ [Translated in (he JeWish

Publication SocIety TaNaKh as "a confidant"; in the Jcrusakm BIble as "a

master uahsman''l, a source of delight every day, rejoiCIng before Him at all

times" (Prov 8:30). The word dll1ml means a tutor. Arnon means "covered" AmOll

means "hidden" And some say it means "great" [Each ot these interpretations

is based on a phonetIC pun between the word d»!OtJ and another, sllndar

sounding word; verses from Scripture to support each inlerpretation aft: thcn

cited for all four opinions] Another l11terpretatlOn: ,1»1011 means all artisan
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The Torah declares: I was the Instrument that the Holy One, blessed be He, 

used when He practiced His craft. It is customary that when a king of flesh 

and blood buIlds a palace, he doesn't budd it himself but he hires an architect; 

even the architect doesn't build it solely from his head, but he uses plans and 

blueprints in order [Q know how to lay the rooms and to arrange the doors. 

SO, [QO, the Holy One, blessed be He, looked into the Torah and created 

the world. And so the Torah said; "By means of [be-, a particle conventionally 

translated as "in"] the beginning, Cod created the heavens and the earth," 

and the word "beginning" always alludes to the Torah, as Scripture says, 'The 
Lord created' me at the beginning of His course" (Prov. 8:22).32 

The word amOn in the Proverbs verse happens to be a bapax (egOnlet10H, a fact 
that helps to explain Rabbi Hoshaya's puzzlement at its meaning and why so many 

interpretations are offered for it. Yet the~e multiple interpretations also exemplify 

the kind of wit one typically Ands in midrash; indeed, in the second half of the 

opening Proverbs verse, Torah (Wisdom) is itself described explicitly in tenns of 

this wit as Cod's constant Joy and delight, something that entertains Him all day. 

As an II1terpretive activity, midrash is a form of study that is also an avenue of 

entertainment, playful and serious at once. Thus, all four interpretations of amon 

are based on ingenious if contrived puns. Yet each interpretation also presents 

a different conception of the Torah. One of these-the deAnition of amOn as a 

tutor, a pidagog-may even allude polemically to a Christian doctrine. It recalls 

Paul's famous characterization of the law in Cal. 3:24 as a paidagogos whom Cod 

appointed over the Israelites, that is, a teacher or schoolmaster whose role, after 

the cruciAxion, was superseded by faith in Christ as a means of justifkation. 33 Such 

multiple motivations for a single exegetical impulse are highly typical of midrash. 

For our present purposes, the most revealing exegesis in the passage is the 

Anal interpretation of amOn as the blueprint, the plan, that Cod used in creating 

the universe. Although the Torah is described here as though it existed before the 

creation of the world, like the Logos, the idea is not necessarily Platonic34 The 

Torah is not being deAned as the idea whose second-order reflection is the universe; 

rather. the Torah is conceived as the instrument Cod used in creating the world, 
as His blueprint and set of directions, which He looks into the wayan architect 
looks into a blueprint, or the way the Rabbis themselves looked into the Torah 

as the blueprint for the existence they constructed for themselves. Torah, then, 

is not Idemical with Cod; its relationship to Him is, one might say, metonymic 

rather than metaphoric, a matter of extension rather than resemblance, The study 

of Torah, the activity of midrash, does not therefore constitute an act of direCtly 

interpreting Cod as though the text itself were literally divine. Instead, one could 
almost call midrash the interpretation of Torah as a Agure or trope standing for Cod. 
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The concept of Torah in midrash can therefore be characterized best by its 

figurative status. As in all cases of rhetorical Aguration, this status allows the Torah 

to be both identified and not identiAed with its presumed object. To begin with the 
positive side, the near identiAcation 01 Torah and Cod provides the RabbiS with 

the basic axioms of midrashic hermeneutics: first, the belief in the omnisignificance 

of Scripture, in the meani ngfulness of its every word, letter, even (according to 

one famous report) scribal flourish; second, the clairJl, of the essential unity of 

Scripture as the expression of the single divine will. From the Arst axiom proceeds 
the common midrashic technique of atomization, whereby verses and phrases, 

sometimes even single words, in Scripture are broken up into smaller units, which 

are then exploited in isolation for hermeneutical signiAcance. From the second 

axiom derives the equally typical midrashic habit of viewing the Bible.atemporally, 
of explaining Scripture through Scripture, and of connecting the most disparate 

and seemingly unrelated verses In order to create new and overreaching nexuses 
of meaning: in short, intertextua1lty that is elevated in midrash (Q the level of a 

virtual exegetical principle. 

80th hermeneutical axioms and their result! ng practices stem from the associ

ation.of Torah with its author-or, as in the midrash cited earlier, of the blueprint 

with the architect, who presumably drew the blueprint to help him in his job. To 

know Torah, to read and follow the divine blueprint, is, in this sense, a way to 

come to know the mind of the divine architect, and ultimately, to imitate Him 

and construct a human existence modeled aFter Cod's creation of the world. From 
thiS perspective it is possible to understand why midrash is not merely an act of 

literary interpretation but a path toward holiness. "IF you want to come to know 

the One who spoke and created the world, study [midrash] aggadah," the Rabbis 

said, "and you will come to know Him who by His word created the world," As 

Judah Coldin has recently argued, this seemingly theological axiom may actually 

be a polemical statement asserting that one can serve Cod through the study of 

aggadah and through midrash as effectively as by the practice of halakhah. J5 

T)1e other Side of the equation between Cod and Torah, however, is the 

refusal of midrash to make the identiAcation of Torah and Cod literal. This side 

can easily be seen if one compares the midrashic position with mystical, quasi

Cnostic conceptions of Torah as the name of Cod and of Scriptural exegesis as the 

unfoldll1g of the essence of that name. The fuJI identification of Torah with Cod 

becomes truly explicit only in the kabbalistic speculation of the later Middle Ages, 
in fOnDulations that openly connect the inAnity of Cod's being with the InAnity of 
meanings to be found in Torah, and in Scriptural exegesIs that "decodes [he Bible as 
a mystICal biography of the infra-divine infinite processes and the regulations which 

influence the function of those processes."3a Yet even in the Rabbinic period, there 

are testimonies in contemporary mystical/Cnostic documen ts that literally identify 

Cod and Torah: one hymn refers to the text of the Torah as being inscribed upon 



C()d~ "ljl11b~ " 1115: "arms" and .. leg.... 37 Other text .. , using simdarly anthropomorphic
terms, ,:-peJk Cil SLTlptural interpretation a.. literal deSCription 01 Cod's body. This
notion 01 llJrah I" clearly ditterent from the one underlying ITlIdrash; indeed,

fllJdra<;h IIllght even he said to have denied this equation. A midrashic exegesis
alway" return" to the text, not to Cod

Ill"t a~ nlldrash rejects the mystical idea of the literal infinity of meanings
ifl the Turah (and Us corollary, the Inlinity of Cod), so, too, does midrash avoid
lhe t,win corKL'ptions of the interpreter as a tran"ported, divinely Inspired being
Jnu 01 the au 01 interpretation as a mantIC, prophetIC activity oCLuring within
.,tale" 01 ecstacy, through paranormal spiritual experiences-angelic revelarions,
dJcmollJc encounters, oneinc messages, and so on. for the mystical conception of
illtl.'rpreL.1tlon such expenences are Virtually a "condition for the attainment of the
sul,llllle seLrets of l()rah -.'I3H As the distance between Cod and Torah disappears, the

dl<,rinctiun between Cod and man becomes equally blurred, so that the mystical
Jet 01 Illspired Interpretation itself becomes an OCl:a<,ion for Ullio mysflca

Dcscrlptions ot supernatural phenomena artending sages engaged in Scrip
lLll'allntcrpret;)[lon are not entirely lacking in Rabbinic literature, N But the act of
illtcrprdalion in Illldrash is Itself almo:.t completely severed from any Lonnection
"'irh pruphecy ,--Jr analoguu.,; types 01 revelatory expenence, One of the mo:.t tamous
sLoric,:- in all Rl/lbinlc Ilterature relates how une sage, RabbI Eliezcl ben Hyrkanus,
di~rutcd with ['1e entire academy 0/ sages at Yavneh over a matter concerning

the laws of PU!'ly. Retusing to concede his position, Rabbi Eliezer called upon

heaven tu com~ to hiS aid and testify on hIS behalf. Immediately, the stuI)' relates,
Rabbi Flieztr sL..:cesstully ordered a carob tree to uproot Itself and fly a hundred feet
! according to ,,<.. ne, four hundred feet); then, for a nearby stream to flow backward;
tinallv, lor a (!lv' 'Ie oracle to conllrrn his position, Nevertheless, the sages refused to
accept the dIVW: testimony, Citing as proof 01 their own posrtion~as deCIded by
maJorJty rulc- :'1e Deuteronomic verse, "It is not rn heaven" (Deut. 3: 12), which
Rahbi Ycrmiy'a~- mlerpreteJ as tallows: "Since the Torah has already been given
[r()m J\ lount Sin ~i, we do not pay attention to heavenly voices, for You have already
wnnen aL .I\.lour- Smai, 'alter the majority rncline' (Exod. 23:2)" Rabbi Yerrniyah
ettcLtlvcly invo -es Scripture against God. The story concludes by relating how
Cod, li'>te'1ing I heaven to this Rabhinic debate, laughed and said, "i\ty children
hei\'(: defe~lted 11".: my children have defeateu mel".W

The dlss OCi ilion of rnterpretation from prophecy also di"trngUishes midrashic
l"xege~is Irom C.'1eT types 01 Scriptural exegesis more contemporary with the
Rahhis A~ lo~e~-Il Hlenkinsopp has shown, the transition from prophecy to in
tnpretation dS a ,ource of rellgiOlls authonty was initially achieved by attributing
pr()plwtie illsplr':::don to Inrerpretatiun 41 This move can he witnessed as early as
In the ho()k ul ~Ianiel, but it is far more eVIdent In the most famous example
ot biblical l'xegC::---IS found at Qumran, the Pe'>her Cummentary on Habakkuk.

This commentaIY not only attributes prophetic stature to Its interpreter-aulhor,

possibly the Teacher of Righteousness himself, it even cL:ums, as pan 01 It<, exegt"i"
of Habakkuk, that the prophet Habakkuk wrote down the propheCIes Cod had
revealed to him without knowing the meaning of what he wrote Indeed, Cod is

said to have l·oncealed that meanIng until the Teacher ot Righu.:ou\nt:<.,,, wa" born
and "Cod made known [to him] all the mysteries of the word.,; of His servant<, the
Prophets."42 This last claim is itself derived trom a phrase in Habakkuk, "that he
who reads may read It speedily" (Hab, 2:2) According to the pe"her interpretiltion

of this phrase, Cod in eHect foresees that the prophet-Interpreter will super<;ede

the prophet-writer in prophetic power and will usurp hi" position
Viewed against the backdrop of Qumranic exegesIs, it is pos,>,ble to <,ee ITl

midrash an attempt on the part of the Rabbis to dive<.;t exege<,i" ot both such
prophetic pretensions (and their potential subversion 01 Scripture's unIque .,;tatus)
and the more publicly dangerous charge of apocalyptic and sectarian politIC.. To

be sure, this act of repudiation--or neutralization, if you wl<.,h-also expressed an
agenda ot its own The destnlction of the Temple in 70 CI- and the catastrophes
that followed in subsequent centuries bred in the Rahhis a ctrtain despair with
history, as it dId in many of their contemporaries, but thal de<,palr dId not lead
them into either apocalyptic tantasy or Gnostic dualism, Rather, the estrangement
that the Rabbis felt had developed between Cod and the world, the disparity they
saw between the divine promise and its fultlllment in human reality, appears to have
turned their energies inward, into the construction of paradigms of holi ness wlthi n
their self-enclosed society Seemingly ohlivious to the larger historical arena III

which they hved, yet wary as well of theIr own dnire tor messianically insrired

political activism, they instead dIrected their imaginatIons toward the rext of the

Torah and Its Interpretation
The Rabbis' conceptIOn ot Torah as a figurative trope tor Cod-treating Cod

and Torah simultaneously as identical and not identical--expre".,es both their
sense 01 alienation and their attempt to overcome that alienatIOn intellectually
Following the destruction of the Temple, the text at the Torah hecame for the
Rabbis the primary sign of the continued existence ot the covenantal relationship
between God and Israel, and the activity of Torah study-nlldrash-lhus became
the foremost medium for preservtng and pursuing thar relatIonshIp. Understood

thl"; way, the object of midrash was not so much [0 lind the meanIng ot Scripture
as it wa.. literally to engage its text. I'v1idrash became J kind at conversation the
Rabbis Invented in order to enable Cod to speak to them trom between the 11l1es
0/ Scripture, in the textuallissures and discontinuities that ex~g~"i~ Ji"cnvcrs The
multiplication of interpretations in nlldrash was one way, as it were, to prolong

that conversation
To some extent, Rabbinic exegesis, like the interpretive Ideologies o! West·

ern culture, is motivated by an anxiety aboLlt the loss of llleaning or presence

< 1Midrll'ib dfrd Hmn01fu!itS
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(an anxiety that has led Western thinkers to substitute for genuine presence a 

metaphysics of presence or, as Derrida has argued, a covert theology)-hence the 

ubiquitous concern of midrash to prove the relevance of Torah to every conceivable 

circumstance, to make it embrace every aspect of life. But more t.han fearing that 

the divine guarantee behind Scripture's meaning may have been lost, the Rabbis. 

were haunted by the worry, the deeper fear, that Iheir tradition of interpretation, 
the entire body of practice and exegesis expressed in the oral Torah, may 1101 have 

represented the authoritative, the one and only divinely sanctioned heritage of the 
biblical revelation. 

Part of this anxiety derived from the Rabbis' historical experience. Palestinian 

Judaism in late antiquity consisted of a spectrum of competing religious sects

among them the Qumran sects, the JeWish Christians, the Rabbis themselves (or 
their predecessors, like the Pharisees)-each of which claimed to be the sole and 

authentIC heir of the biblical tradition. Among these groups, the Rabbis were 

not always the most obViously successful (nor the least), but the destruction of 

the Temple in 70 C.E. was exploited by some of their competitors (Christians, 

for example) to prove that God had rejected the Jews and chosen others, like 

themselves, as the true Israel. Yet even without such specillc provocations, the 

Rabbis' anxiety over their election was in some sense inevitable. It was bound 

to have arisen since, after all, Rabbinic Judaism, like other Jewish sects of the 

period, WClS an extension of biblical religion, not identical with it, and it was not 

the only such adumbration of that heritage or the only interpretation of the Bible's 
contemporary relevance. 

The response the Rabbis made to these doubts about their ejection, about the 
authority of their tradition, was to adopt an interpretive posture that represents 

the very opposite of Harold Bloom's idea of the anxiety of inAuence. The Rabbis 

consciously-ha ppily, we might say-assume the stance of belatedness. Precisely 

what they seek to prove is that all the innovations and inventions of their tradition 

can already be foun d in the text of the Bible, that nothing they say is original,. hence 

the essential preoccupation of midrash with finding in the biblical text a source for 

every law and belief In Rabbinic tradition, no matter how contrived the connection 

may be. Thus, too, the Rabbis' overriding COncern with conllrming the chain of 
tradition, a chain they claim began with Cod's revelation at Sinai and proceeded, 

oral link by link, from Moses and the prophets down through the generations to 

Ezra and finally to the sages themselves. And hnally, this same anxiety is doubtless 

the source for (he virtual obsesSion in Rabbinic discourse with attribution, with 
naming authors and tradenrs and traCIng the history of traditions. A student who 

neglects to name the author of a tradition will forget all his learning one tradition 

reports by way of warning. 43 Given all the special eXIgencies of their historical 
situation, it is not difficult to understand the essential conservatism of the RabbiS, 
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their upholding of tradition and refusal of prophecy as well as anything else that 

might be construed as usurpation of Scripture's unique status. 

Such contented belatedness was one way the Rabbis expressed their anxiety 

over the claim to being the sole authentic heirs of the biblical traditIOn. Another 

response, perhaps more pertinent to their interpretive actiVities, can be seen in 

their treatment of mul ti pie interpretations. The question asked by Rabbi Eleazar's 

student-"How can I study Torahl'-may also be understood as an expression 

of anxiety. If the Rabbis disagree about every point of the law, if they cannot 

even agree among themselves about its meaning, then how can they claim to be 

its genuine interpreters, the owners of its truth? One response is given by Rabbi 

Eleazar: even in the case of conflicts, the opinions of both sages-the one who 

permits and the one who forbids-are the words of the living God. 

From this perspective, the citation of multiple Interpretations in midrash is an 

attempt to represent in textual terms an idealized academy of Rabbinic tradition 

where all the opinions of the sages are recorded equally as part of a single dIvine 

conversation. Opinions that inhuman discourse may appear contradictory or 

mutually exclusive are raised ro the state of paradox once traced to their common 

source in the speech of the divine author. 

ThiS representation, however, is a literary artifact. Like much of Rabbinic 

discourse, it attempts to capture or to imitate in writing the oral exchanges that 

took place betwee n sages both informal debates in the academy and on less formal 

occa,sions elsewhere. The phenomenon we witness in multiple interpretation, in 

other words, is in actuality a Ii terary im pression, someth ing of an illUSIOn created 

by the redaction of RabbiniC literature, the result of a common choice made by its 

anonymous editors to preserve minority as well as majority opinions, the varieties 

oftraditions rather tha n single versions. In making this choice, the Rabbinic editors 

did not act wi thout precedent; indeed, they followed ina venerable tradition of 

early Jewish Ii terature that included such other sacred "comprom ise texts" as the 

Pentateuch, in which separate documentary sources are combined into a single 
composition as though their agendas and ideologies were compatible (which they 

eventually were made out to be), or the New Testament, in which the four Gospels, 

each with a different Christology, stand Side by side.44 The difference between 

these earlier texts and the Rabbinic midrashim is simply that in the latter editorial 

pol icy was elevated to the order of exegetical ideology, that is, polysemy functIons 

as a trait of sacred Scripture. Here, for the Ilrst time, editorial pluralism has become 
a condition of meaning. 

Polysemy in midrash, then, is to be understood as a claim to textual stability 

rather than its opposite, an indeterminate state of endlessly deferred meanings 

and unresolved conllcrs. In fact, midrashic polysemy suggests more than just 

textual stability,. it points to a fantasy of social stability, of human community in 
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complete harmony, where disagreement is either resolved agreeably or maintained 

peacefully. Such a fantasy of inner oneness, beyond difference, would certainly 

have counterbalanced the Rabbis' sense of their nation's position in the world at 

large, a far more multitudinous, fragmented, and disagreeable world in which, as 
Pliny once remarked, there were more gods than people.45 

In reality, though, Rabbinic society, far from being 50 harmonious and unified, 

was often rent by dissension and by acrimonious, prolonged disputes among sages. 

Many individual Rabbis led schools with their private disciples. Moreover, the 

collective body of sages in each generation appears to have composed a fiercely 

argumentative and independent class that sometimes opposed the decisions of the 

patriarch, the offiCially recognized leader of the Palestinian Jewish community and 

the head of the main Rabbinic court. As we saw in the story about Rabbi Eliezer ben 

Hyrkanus, such episodes of contention between individual sages and the patriarch 

were not infrequent. 46 Especially during the first hundred years following the 
destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E., the major task faced by the patria rch-flrst 

Camlielll, later his son Simon ben Camliel-was to consolidate Palestinian Jewry 

under the form of the specific religious vision tha t even tually came to be known 

as RabbinicJudalsm. This task required the patriarch to unify a highly fragmented 

society as well as a corpus of diverse beliefs and practices. The task of unification 
was not accomplished easily; indeed, the endemic divisiveness that was a source 

of trJgic factlonalism in Palest"lnian Judaism as well as a source of its individualism 
and creativlry was never entirely eradicated. The patriarchs themselves at times 

were arrogant and authoritarian, and their behavior exascerbated already tense 

situations Precisely how strife-ridden the internal political situation of RabbiniC 

Judaism actually was can be gauged by the fact that both Caml1el and his son Simon 

faced attempts by other sages to depose them from their hereditary offices. The 

storv of the deposition of Rabban Camliells one of the better-known incidents in 

Rabhinic history. 

That story is also directly relevant to the larger Tal mudic passage in Hagigah 

~rom which the lengthy sermon of Rabbi Eleazar quoted earlier was taken; in fact, if 
it IS read against the backdrop of the story of Camliel's deposition, Rabbi Eleazar's 

sermon also takes on a somewhat different meaning. In concluding this chapter, 
I want to explore this other reading and its implications For our larger concerns 
about the relationship between mldrash and literary theory. 

As the Talmud presents it, the attempted deposition followed upon a series 

of three confrontations between the patriarch Camliel and one of the more 

distinguished sages of the generation, Joshua ben Hananiah.47\n each confronta

tion, Joshua dared to teach halakhic rulings opposed to the patriarch's, Camliel 

responded to what he considered Joshua's insubordination by publicly humiliating 

him. The othersages, outraged by the patriarch's behavior, voted to depose Camliel 
and to appoint another sage, Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah, to the patriarchate. 
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After being deposed, however, Camliel was persuaded to apologize to Joshua, and 

when the latter accepted his apology, Gamliel was allowed to reassume his former 
position. At the same time, the sages, in deference to Rabbi Eleazar, created a new 
office for him, president of the high court, and also granted Eleazar the privilege of 
preaching the Sabbath sermon in the academy at Yavneh every third week That 

Sabbath became known as "the Sabbath of Rabbi Eleazar." 

The confrontation between Camliel and Joshua probably t~k place around 

the years 100-110 C.E. Sometime after Camliel was reinstated as patriarch, the 

event narrated in the following passage in Hagigah (B Haglgah 3a-b) IS supposed 

to have taken place: 

Once Rabbi Yohanan ben Beroka and Rabbi Eleazar Hisma went to pay 

their respects to Rabbi Joshua (ben Hananiah] al Pekiin. (Rabbi Joshua] 

asked them: What new teaching was there at the house of study today? 

They replied: We are your disciples, and we drink your waters. He said to 

them: Even so, it IS impossible for a study session to pass without some 

new teaching. Whose Sabbath was it? [They answered:] It was the Sabbath 

of Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah. [He asked:] So what was the theme of his 
sermon today! They responded. The biblical section that begins, "Assemble" 

(Deut. 3) :.10-13). (Rabbi] oshua asked:] And how did he interpret it? (They 

repl·led.) (Scripture says,] "Assemble the people, the men and the women 

and the children." If the men came to learn and the women came to listen, 
why did children have to come? In order to reward those that brought them. 

[Rabbi ./oshua] said to them: That was a precious gem you held in your hands, 

and you wished to deprive me of it?! fH is students conti nued: Rabbi Eleazar] 
also expounded: "You have affirmed this day that the Lord is your Cod. 

and the Lord has affirmed thiS day that you are His treasured people" (Deu!. 

26: 17-18). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Israel: You have made me a 

unique object of your love in the world, and 1shall make you a unique object 

of My love in the world. You have made me a unique object of your love, 
as it is written, "Hear 0 Israel, the Lord our Cod, the Lord is One" (Oem. 

6:4). And I will make you a unique object of My love, as it is said, "And who 

is like Your people Israel, a unique nation on earth ... ?" (I ehron. 17:21). 

[At this point the sermon on Eccles. )2: 1 ), quoted earlier, is cited. ] 

[Rabbi Joshua then] said to [hiS two disciples]: The generation in which 
Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah lives is not an orphan. 

RabbiS Yohanan ben Beroka and Eleazar H isma were two disci pies of Rabbi 

Joshua ben Hananiah. On their way home from the central academy at Yavneh, 

they sto pped at Pekiin to pay respects to their teacher, who was Irving, it seems hom 
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the narrative, in some isolation from the other sages. When he asked his students 
what they had learned in the main academy, they replied, "We are your disciples, 
and we drink your waters." This answer can be read at least two ways. According to 

traditional commentators, the disciples' response expresses their humility in their 

teacher's presence. We are your students: they tell him. You teach uS i we do not 

presume to instruct you 48 llle same statement, however, can be understood not 

as showing the students' dutiful respect to their teacher but as party loyalty. We 

are your students, they tell Joshua, and we do not study with other teachers-a 

senti ment that would reAect the factionalism of the Yavneh generation. If that is the 
meaning of their statement, Rabbi Joshua's response to them is a rebuke: Still, you 

must have learned something at the academy. He then asks whose Sabbath it was, 
and their reply, "the Sabbath of Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah," immediately recalls 
the controversy over the patriarch Gamliel's authoritarian behavior, his abuse of 

RabbI Joshua, o~r Rabbi Joshua, now living in Pekiin at a distance from the main 
academy in Yavneh, whose intellectual exchange he clearly seems to miss, at least 

enough to want to hear from his disciples what his fellow sages are teaching. 
Chastened by their teacher's rebuke, Rabbis Yohanan and Eleazar proceed 

to rehearse for Rabbi Joshua the three homilies they heard at the academy. At 
the outset it should be stated that the collocation of these separate homilies in 
a single literary comext is almost certainly an Invention of the Talmud's editor. 

It is highly unlikely that Rabbi Eleazar actually delivered all three homilies on a 
smgle occasion; moreover, the individual sermons are found separately elsewhere 
in Rabbinic literature, a fact that probably attests to their original independence 

from one another49 Nonetheless, all three homilies raise issues that are relevant, 

more or less directly, to the frame story and its background in the conniet between 

Camllel and Joshua. 
The Rrst of these homilies comments on Deut. 31: 10-13, a passage in which 

Moses commands the priests to read the law before the entire nation on the holiday 

of Tabernacles every eighth year. The fulfillment of this command was later assumed 

by the king of Israel, an important fact since the patriarchal family claimed direct 

descent from the royal House of David. On the one hand, the substance of the 
homily stresses the unity ofthe Israelite communi ty and its shared activity of study, 
thereby recaJli ng the social fantasy that the concept of polysemy Implies, as we have 
seen. On the other hand, it is difficult to read the homily without remembering the 
sto1)' of Eleazar's appointment to the patriarchate following Camliel's deposition, 

the political contlicts behind that appointment, and all the social ramifications of 
that incident. For Rabbi Eleazar, on "his" Sabbath, to preach a sermon on a biblical 
text that itself might serve as an archetype for all subsequent patriarchal sermons 
might almost be construed as a claim to the patriarchal throne. The entire homily, 

then, may have a politically incendialY message. 
The second small homily, in contrast, speaks of the relationship bet\Veen God 
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and Israel, the uniqueness of each party in the other's estimation, and, perhaps most 

imponant, Israel's difference from all other nations in God's eyes. This homily 
returns us to the Rabbis' need to affirm their identity as God's elect nation, an 
affirmation that I'or (he Rabbis was directly connected co the activity of midrash 

and its ideology of interpretation 50 

The third homily, as we have seen, presents an idealized picw.re of interpretive 
pluralism 51 Yet the very idealism of that picture, the happy coexistence of oppo

sites envisioned within Its fantasy, is undercut by the troubling ambiguity of the velY 
conclusion of the passage, that is, Rabbi Joshua's final statement to his diSCiples As 
ostensible praise of his colleague, Joshua's declaration-'The generation In which 
Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah [ives is not an orphan"-appears by virtue of its negative 
form to suggest the very opposite of what it states: to imply, In ocher words. that his, 

Joshua's, generation is indeed orphaned, that it lacks a leaderor proper leadership, 

that it is defenseless as an orphan, equally protectorless, and likely to be oppressed 
and victimized. That sentiment returns us again to the unhappy factionalism of 
early Rabbinic Judaism. It also echoes another statement Rabbi Joshua IS reputed 
once to have made, "Woe to the generation of which you are the leader!" This was 
the rhetorical lament he addressed to GamJiel when the deposed patriarch came 
to him to apologize 51 

In its entirety, then, this passage presents two nearly contradictory impres

sions. The first of these, common to all the homilies but epitomized in the lengthy 
third homily we analyzed in detail, conveys a nearly utopian vision of Rabbinic 
society, a fantasy of harmonious opposition where conAict is literally fruitful, and 

in which the words of Torah grow like plants and lead from death to life even if 

they are also goads and sharp as nails. In this fantasy, difference exists (as surely 
as do the differences among men, women, and children), but the resolution of 
such difference is seen as an essentially benign process. Difference is ultimately 

overcome and transcended through the shared participation of all lsraelites in 
Torah study, in the relationship of divine election that Israel's occupation in Torah 

study signifies. In contrast to this portrait of benign conHict resolution, however, 
the fra~e for the homilies, the narrative context for their recitation, alludes to 

a very different evaluation of connict and its adjudication, even over "matters of 

Torah." This evaluation sees conAlCt as a malignant presence and its resolution as 

the violent exercise of power, as indeed it sometimes was in Rabbinic society 
The events to which the narrative frame alludes, though they may not be 

entirely factual historically, represent what Edward Said has called the "worldly" 
aspects of the text, the human and social conditions out of which the homilies in the 
passage came into beingB Yet these aspects, with their unhappy implications about 
the nature of social reality, tend to undermine the idealized portrait of interpretive 

pluralism portrayed in the homilies. The homdles, in turn, when viewed from the 

perspective of the frame, appear almost as a kind of rhetorical denial of historical 
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reality J reality that persists In making Its presence kit withIn the text even as it
IS being denied

Admittedly, such a reading 01 the text is nascently deconstructive, Yet it

provides u~ with a peculiarly bound and limited meaning for this text about
polysemy: It posits a hl~lorical condition and present~ the passage a~ a formation,
alheit a negative one, 01 that condltinn. What would the Rabbr~ themselves have
made of thl~ reading? It surely would not have been acceptable to them, but not,
I would propose, on accourll of its skepticism, its cynical suspicions about their
Ideology <lnd about the fantasies that may have motlvated that Ideology. Rather, I

belIeve that lhe RabbiS would have acknowledged that the concept of polysemy was

a lormation or product of something else. They would have located that effective
caLJ<;c not in theIr historical Situation but in the act ot Scriptural exegesis itself,
th.:lt i<; ro <;ay, in the very midrash of [ccles. 12: II that RabbI Eleazar presented

[n his homily They would have said, in other words, that divine Scnpture, If read
correctly, dietales its own polysemous reading

Now this View, the Rabbis' reading, may itself be contextualized and explained
historically, but for a theoretical reading of the passage, for understanding the
relationship between ITIldrash and theory, it has other implications, The most
srgndicant ut these IS that Scnptural exegesIs, midrash, is not identical with
literalY theory or simply redUCIble to it. What a theoretical reading of midrash
call contnhute is preCisely an understanding of the difference between mldrash
and theory, between (for one thing) the role midrash played for the Rabbis, which
was to maintain the presence of Scnpture (and thereby of God) In their Itves, and
the lunction that theory fulfills, which is to strengthen our acts of reading and to

deepen (sometimes by undermining) our understanding of rhem, The difference
sepdrating these conceptions is at least one sign of the distance that interpretation
hao;; traveled In the course of history

Chapter 2

Forms of Midrash J..
Parables of Interpretation

For many students of literature, the Idea of midrash may most immediately
suggest the ways in which one text and Its meaning arc to be found in another, that
is, the very exegetical features buried Within works of fiction and poeu)'. In the study
of midrash itself, however, the nature of Its "literanness" becomes an issue no! at the
point where literature hecomes exegesis but where exegesis tums into literature,
where it comes to possess its own language and voice In the previous chapter, I
discussed the problematiC connectIOn between the hermeneutics oj midrash and
literary theory. In this chapter and in chapter 3, I wish to discuss mldrash as literary
discourse In its own right.

As we shall see, the literary forms of midrash are not Irrelevant to its
hermeneutics Yet (0 understand these forms, the first duty of a literary approach
to midrash, as paradoxical as it may seem, must be to suspend temporartly our
more immediate concerns with "Iiterature"-that is, our preconceptions as to
what comtltutes literature and what we are accustomed to consider Its tormal
properties-and to go over, as It were, to the other side rn order to describe the

specific language of midrash and the speCIal conditIons that created Its srngular

literary forms and modes of expression, ThiS is necessary whether those forms and
modes are the recognizable techniques of narrative or whether they constitute
the more unusual exegetical vehicles that are often far more typical 01 midrashic
discourse.

In this chapter, I want to discuss perhaps the most ckarly dChnahle torm

of narrative in midrash, the parable or mashal Yct as soon as the student of
midrash embarks upon the project of detJnrng a literary (orrn in rniJra::;h, he or

she encounters what is probably the most frustrating feature of Rabbinic literature
tn general, namely, its reticence~~lOw little i[ reveals of the story of its own makIng,
about the situations and circumstances in whICh its lexts origInated, let alone about
its more "theoretical" underpinnrngs. A partial exception to thio; gcnnal rule may
be the following rather amusing narrative from Vayikra Rabbah

Shimeon, the son of Rabbi UudahJ, prepared a lwedding I banquet tor hiS
son He went and invited all the sages, but he torgot to invite Hal' Kappara

'"




